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PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Featuring the song-poems of Quechua poet and activist Irma Alvarez-Ccoscco, Anonymous
Ensemble’s Llontop celebrates indigenous Andean culture and language. The piece is an interactive
installation of Peruvian objects and a live film performance for both in-person and virtual audiences
followed by a lively conversation with the artists about the work and about Quechua empowerment.

The Llontop installation features a display of color-drenched Peruvian heirlooms including some
purportedly pre-Columbian Moche pottery. The installation invites each audience member to use a
mobile device to frame and “see” the cultural artifacts using custom-coded machine learning
technologies that have been trained to recognize physical objects in a manner similar to how a QR
code works. Instead of linking to websites, these moments of digital recognition trigger podcast-style
story segments to stream to the audience members via headphones. The individualized audio journeys
through the installation serve to contextualize Irma’s poetry in the second portion of the work. The
song-poems present perspectives of various Andean women and are set in specific moments in
Quechua history from the brutal conquest of the Incas in 1532, through centuries of cultural survival
despite harsh colonialist oppression, and on up to the present-day burgeoning of Quechua pride and
advocacy. The poems are sung and spoken by Irma and supported by Anonymous Ensemble’s
signature “live film” aesthetic with multiple camera feeds, projections, a lush soundscape, and a
simultaneous live stream of the performance to online audiences throughout the world. Each
performance is followed by a conversation between the Llontop artists and audiences in real space and
throughout the Andean diaspora via Zoom. Ultimately, Llontop is a powerful community experience that
bridges divides between North and South America and honors the people of the Andes, their language,
their culture, their history, and their future.

Llontop Work Sample

For the development of Llontop, the core members of Anonymous Ensemble (Lucrecia Briceño,
Eamonn Farrell, Liz Davito, and Jessica Weinstein) are joined by director Ashley Tata, composer Paul
Pinto, technologist Adrian Cameron, and poet Irma Alvarez-Ccoscco. Irma is a Peruvian Quechua
language poet and digital language activist who came to the United States via a fellowship at
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian. When possible, Anonymous Ensemble also
collaborates with members of local Andean communities (musicians, artists, scholars, writers, activists,
etc), and incorporates their work into the presentations of Llontop.
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ABOUT ANONYMOUS ENSEMBLE:

Founded in Brooklyn in 2001, Anonymous Ensemble devises new performances, interactive
media, and unique theatrical events every year. We have performed in theaters, found spaces, and
festivals all over New York City, as well as nationally and internationally. Recently, we have become
leaders in the development of new techniques and technologies for a burgeoning new form of online
performance that is global in scope. Whether in virtual or real space, we prioritize creating new
experiences of community through live performances and giving voice and agency to our audiences
and collaborators in our explorations of the human condition, our collective storytelling, and the limitless
possibilities of imagination. The core members of Anonymous Ensemble are Lucrecia Briceño (lighting),
Eamonn Farrell (video), Jessica Weinstein (performer), and Liz Davito (sound).

Anonymous Ensemble began with dinners and rehearsals in an artist loft in Bushwick that lead
to the company’s first major show, The Best, an episodic, multimedia, rock spectacle that performed
from 2003 to 2008 in warehouses and music venues all over NYC, as well as internationally in Australia
and Germany. Based on the Theban cycle of Greek plays and current (Bush era) political events, The
Best pioneered a hybrid live/web performance in a proto-social media era and incorporated an evolving
constellation of musicians, actors, singers, and dancers. Our next major show, Wanderlust, explored a
unique relationship with the audience through an interactive narrative dance party led by the ten-foot
tall powerhouse Tall Hilda, which premiered in NYC and then continued on to a lauded run in the
Edinburgh Fringe and subsequent tours of the U.K. and Norway. In further international explorations,
Anonymous Ensemble embarked on three Greek/American collaborations: A Wonderland in NYC, The
Return a bilingual Rebetiko/Rock live documentary performed in Athens, and The Turing Opera which
was developed with the National Opera of Greece. Delving further into innovative uses of media and
audience collaboration, Anonymous Ensemble’s premiere and USA tour of LIEBE LOVE AMOUR! used
a green screen to weave together the films of Erich von Stroheim, live performers, and audience
narratives in an epic tryst between cinema and experimental live performance. In I Land, Anonymous
Ensemble created an immersive show that began with an intimate 45 minute conversation with an
audience, and transitioned into a dream logic live film which unfolded from within their own words and
imaginations. In Anonymous Ensemble’s next techno-immersive theater event, The Future, an
ensemble of curious beings from the future encounters an audience of present-day humans and
communicates “telepathically” through complex audio design to investigate the present-day perceptions
of self, society, the body politic, and the global environment in order for the audience to collectively
explore the present moment. In an expansive return to our early explorations of internet performance,
we are currently producing periodic webcasts of our ongoing Flight project, which brings together
performers and audiences in real time and on five continents in order to explore expansive global
issues and tiny revelatory moments. During the pandemic, the software and rehearsal techniques that
were developed with Anonymous Ensemble for Flight were freely disseminated throughout the
pandemic and were used by thousands of online productions throughout the world–from high school
plays to massive, multinational operas. Anonymous Ensemble is currently embarking on a new project
about land, its usage by humans and possibilities for plant sovereignty. Over the course of two decades
of our commitment to artistic experimentation and technological innovation, Anonymous Ensemble has
been invited for performing and teaching residencies at the Hellenic American University, UNC, NYU,
JMU, Duke, Princeton, Muhlenberg, SUNY/Buffalo, Wesleyan, and Connecticut College.
https://anonymousensemble.org
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LLONTOP ARTISTS:

IRMA ALVAREZ-CCOSCCO is a widely published Quechua poet and indigenous language activist
from Haquira, in Peru’s Apurímac region. She is a former fellow of the Artist Leadership Program at
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian. In 2018 she presented her first short-film
Runasimpi Qillqaspa, about the efforts to promote literacy among Quechua native speakers in the
Andes. Additionally, she has been involved in projects about the use of Quechua language in radio, and
engaged in software decolonization initiatives with programmers in Peru and the United States.
http://www.sankaypillo.com

ASHLEY TATA. Director Ashley Tata's works have been called “fervently inventive,” by Ben Brantley in
the New York Times, “extraordinarily powerful” by the LA Times, like something that “reaches out
across the centuries and punches you in the throat” by Alexis Soloski in the New York Times and Tata’s
production of Kate Soper’s Ipsa Dixit was named a notable production of the decade by Alex Ross in
The New Yorker. These works have been presented in venues and festivals throughout the US and
internationally including at Fisher Center’s SummerScape Festival at Bard, Theatre for a New
Audience, Ars Nova, PS21, LA Opera, Austin Opera, The Miller Theater, National Sawdust, EMPAC,
BPAC, The Crossing the Line Festival, the Holland Festival, The Prelude Festival, The National Centre
for the Performing Arts in Beijing and on the world-wide-web. In addition to an active theater practice,
Tata is also an educator and is currently on faculty at the New School's School of Drama and Bard
College's Theater & Performance program. More at tatatime.live | IG/Twitter/Twitch: @tatatime_
http://www.ashleytata.com

PAUL PINTO is glad to be making sounds and imagery for people. He's a composer, writer and
multi-disciplinary performer who founded the music collectives thingNY, Varispeed and LoveLoveLove,
with whom he creates immersive, durational and dramatic chamber and electronic music. His last few
releases include Just Love, Patriots with Jeffrey Young, Empty Words with Varispeed, and Robert
Ashley's Improvement. As a vocalist, Paul works on a diverse array of new projects, including
performing Peter Maxwell Davies' Eight Songs for a Mad King, originating the role of Balaga in Dave
Malloy's Broadway musical Natasha, Pierre and the Great Comet of 1812, and in his own work,
including the opera Thomas Paine in Violence with Joan La Barbara, and the Resonant Bodies Festival
commission of 15 Photos. During COVID times, Paul has written music for Antigone (Colgate
University), Mad Forest (Fisher Center at Bard), and Tartuffe (Moliere in the Park), and co-created the
online shows SubtracTTTTTTTTT, A Series of Landscapes, and Motivators with thingNY. Coming in
2021: commissions for The Prototype Festival, Quince, The Rhythm Method, and Shepherdess, guest
artistic curator for the Look+Listen Festival, and (to account for our uncertain existence) as many music
videos as he can without burning out. https://www.pfpinto.com

ADRIAN D. CAMERON is a Brooklyn-based theater/performance/media artist and technologist with
over twenty years of experience in a diversity of creative fields, including media design, theater,
performance art, sound design, and computational creativity. He is an alumnus of Brooklyn College’s
Performance & Interactive Media Arts MFA program, and as the Founder/Bureau Chief of Irrational
Robot Bureau, he presented numerous original experimental theater productions in Seattle, WA. His
most recent work explores the creative applications of both established and emergent technologies and
their intersections with live performance. adriandcameron.com / @adriandcameron
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LUCRECIA BRICEÑO is a Peruvian artist currently based in Brooklyn. Much of her work has been in
association with artists developing innovative and original pieces. Her work includes theatre, opera,
puppetry & dance, as well as collaborations in several non-performance projects. Her designs have
been presented at such venues as Oxford Playhouse (UK), Spoleto USA Festival, The Public Theater,
Arena Stage, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dallas Theatre Center, BAM (Fischer), Kennedy Center,
Atlas Performing Arts, Berlind Theatre, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, La Mama ETC, Birmingham
Repertory (UK), Culture Project, Pregones Theatre, Intar, HERE Arts Center, Soho Rep, Ohio Theatre,
Irondale Center, ArtsEmerson, among many others. Internationally her work has been seen in Caracas,
Peru, Turkey, Scotland, Seoul, Bogota, Norway, and England. She is a Core Member of Anonymous
Ensemble, an associate artist with The Civilians, a resident designer with Pregones Theatre/PRTT and
La Micro; she has also been a guest artist/lecturer at NYU, Princeton University, Hunter College and the
Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú. MFA: NYU Tisch School of the Arts Member of 829.
http://lucreciabricenodesign.com

EAMONN FARRELL is a Virginia-based theater maker and video designer. His work is focused on
investigating how innovative technologies can support and elevate the work of live performers to
create unforgettable experiences. With his Brooklyn-based theatre company, Anonymous Ensemble,
he has created dozens of original, media-infused shows, installations, and live webcasts in New York
City and around the world. For two decades, Eamonn collaborated with, and designed video for the
late Lee Breuer of Mabou Mines.  Currently, Eamonn works frequently with Sarah Michelson and
Pregones/PRTT. Other design credits include: Big Dance Theater, TFANA, Beth Morrison Productions,
B3 Dance (Bessie Nomination), Bridge Rep (Irne Nomination), LA Dance, The LA Phil, Parsons
Dance, Jazz at Lincoln Center, and Portland Center Stage. Eamonn has taught projections design at
Princeton, City College of New York, JMU, and UVA. www.eamonnsgarden.com

JESSICA WEINSTEIN is an actor and performing artist. She enables a shimmering shifting between
fiction and reality. She has been a performer and creator for all of Anonymous Ensemble’s shows since
2002, throughout the U.S. and internationally.  She has been an actor and collaborator in the work of
Lee Breuer and Mabou Mines including the internationally acclaimed world tour of Mabou Mines’
Dollhouse, Glass Guignol, La Divina Caricatura, Porco Morto, and Red Beads. She has also developed
and performed new work with other collaborators including Aki Sasamoto (Sunny in the Furnace, Phase
Transition), Sibyl Kempson and the 7 Daughters of Eve (12 Shouts to the 10 Forgotten Heavens, The
Sasquatch Rituals), and Lenore Malen (Eve in Sheepland, Circe). Jessica’s 10 foot tall alter egos
include the cabaret/film star Tall Hilda, and the mystical singer-songwriter Ellipsa.
www.jessicathetall.com

LIZ DAVITO performs live music, creates aural soundscapes, and transforms live audio to craft unique
theatrical experiences. A co-founder of Anonymous Ensemble, she has performed and created music in
thirty-something productions worldwide since 2002, from camping festivals in England to The Greek
National Opera. A multi-instrumentalist based in NYC, she’s a musical guest to various bands and
concerts from Nakkas Hall in Athens, Greece to The Bell House in Brooklyn.  Liz has lived in Hell’s
Kitchen, NYC for nearly two decades and has a deep and profound love for the NYT crossword puzzle.
http://www.lizdavito.com
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PROJECT HISTORY:

Llontop was inspired by the Peruvian ancestries of core Anonymous Ensemble members
Eamonn Farrell and Lucrecia Briceño and grew out of their conversations about their families’
fraught/romanticized relationships with non-European lineage. Eamonn recently discovered that his
genome is one sixteenth indigenous and that his great great grandmother’s maiden name was Llontop,
a native surname, despite his Peruvian grandmother’s lifelong insistence that her lineage was 100%
European. During the Pandemic, the company began interviewing family members, scholars, and
Quechua artists on Zoom.

Anonymous Ensemble began developing the theatricality of Llontop in the fall of 2020 with a
four-day exploration of light, sound, and objects at Coffey Studios in Brooklyn. This was followed by  the
beginning of Anonymous Ensemble’s collaboration with Irma Alvarez-Ccoscco during a week-long
ASAP Residency at Pregones/PRTT. In October of 2021, the company completed a week-long
residency that culminated in a streaming work-in-progress performance hosted by the Princeton
Quechua Workshop. In December of 2021, the company presented a hybrid work-in-progress showing
of the piece at Mayday Space in Brooklyn. In January of 2022, the company presented a virtual
showcase of the work at the Royal Family Theater in Manhattan. The project has also benefited from
several tech residencies at Eastern Mennonite University that were used to prototype and build the
installation. In the fall of 2022, Anonymous Ensemble engaged in a development residency at the
Ammerman Center for Art and Technology. In the spring of 2023, Eastern Mennonite University and
Pregones/PRTT will each present Llontop and the work will be ready to tour in the summer of 2023.
With Llontop, the ensemble is particularly excited about engaging with audiences from the Andean
Diaspora and Latinx communities in the USA. In addition to post-show talkbacks after each
performance, an engagement of Llontop can also include panels, Peruvian feasts (Pachamancas), and
a performance of Quechua stories for young audiences.

Jessica Weinstein, Irma Alvarez-Ccoscco, and Liz Davito perform a workshop of Llontop
at the Ammerman Center for Art and Technology in New London, CT in November of 2022
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VENUE REQUIREMENTS:

Overview:
Anonymous Ensemble travels with six artists/technicians in order to present Llontop and requires local
technicians to help install and run the work. Llontop is a flexible two-part piece; the first part is an
interactive installation of objects that the audience moves through, and the second is a performance of
poetry for the seated audience. In a proscenium house, the installation will fill most of the stage and
become the backdrop for the performance. The piece can also be performed in a large blackbox theater
in a shallow thrust configuration. The installation is a separate audience experience and can be
presented in tandem with the live performance or separate from it. Regardless, the performance
audience should have the opportunity to experience the installation both before and after each
performance. The installation can also be open to the public for monitored gallery hours.

Installation Requirements:
Anonymous Ensemble travels with all tools, rigging, lighting instruments, and digital gear required to
install and run the installation. The roughly circular Llontop installation has a 21’ diameter and can be
installed in a variety of spaces that include the following:

● At least a 25’ by 25’ of unobstructed open area (there is also a possibility that the installation
could be constructed around existing columns, depending on their location in a space.)

● A grid, fly system, or sufficient pick points (ideally 21 points) to hang the steel installation which
weighs a total of 1,000 lbs of steel, hardware, equipment, cables, and objects

● Complete lighting control i.e. blackout capability
● Acounterweight fly system or motorized grid is a big plus but not a requirement

Performance Requirements:
The Llontop performance is configured for a proscenium or thrust stage for a seated audience. A
performer performs her poetry down center stage, ideally in an intimate relationship with the audience.
There are additional performer/technician stations to the left and right of the main performance area
requiring a total performance area that is 25’ wide, with at least 8’ of depth downstage of the
installation. The production requires an ultra-wide aspect ratio (3:1) full stage projection screen hung
above the performance area. A standard aspect ratio screen can be masked to achieve this ultra wide
aspect ratio. For instance, a 30’ X 16’ projection could be masked with a border to create a 30’ X 10’
screen. Legs and borders are also generally necessary to portal in on the installation. A full stage cyc or
lit back wall (subject to approval) is required as a backdrop for the installation. The production uses
amplified sound, haze, contained water, and lit incense onstage.
The performance requires locally provided lighting, sound, and video equipment and local labor.

The full Llontop technical rider is available here.

Llontop was made possible with funding by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Theater Project,
with lead funding from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and additional support from the Doris Duke Charitable
Foundation, the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Kathy Hochul and the New York
State Legislature, by public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the
City Council, by Net/TEN, and by the A.R.T./New York Small Theatres Fund.
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